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ABSTRACT

This research paper tries to shed light on the cognitive
aspect of tutors’guiding in the design studio. To this end, it
starts by reviewing the characteristics of design knowledge, as
well as how knowledge is transferred and constructed during
the process of studio guiding. We use the term ‘guiding’
instead of ‘teaching’ tohighlight the trait that distinguishes
studio tutoring, which appreciates multiple representations for
developing design capacity, from conventional classroom
lecturing. Subsequently the focus will shift to describing the
behavior involved in design guiding and its implications on
the cognitive mechanism operating in the tutor’s mind. The
aim is not to develop a prescriptive method for design tutors,
but to provide a possible frame of mind for pedagogical
improvement in design guiding.

INTRODUCTION

Design researchers have been interested mainly in
investigating design activities that relate to thinking,
processes and methods. They are also concerned with design
education in terms of pedagogies, tools, learning, or contexts.
Yet there is an important factor that has seldom been touched
upon in contemplating design education―the studio tutor.
Many studies have probed into the mind and behavior of
designers who are novices, experts, students or practitioners,
but rarely instructors. Usually we care more about the
didactics, i.e. the content and tools for teaching, instead of
caring about how to teach, and being aware of it while we
teach. We know too little about what is happening inside the
mind in design tutoring, in order to reinforce the aspects of
education mentioned above.

I. DESIGN KNOWLEDGE

Discussions about education are inevitably connected with
discussions about knowledge and its formation. The
conventional notion of knowledge is that of a set or sets of
established systems for understanding and explaining things
of the world. And the corresponding notion of teaching is that
of imparting or transmitting knowledge to learners. In some
cases it also involves knowledge creation and production at

certain levels of education (e.g. doctoral research). In this
view, knowledge is considered as an objective entity that
exists independently ‘out there’for people to grasp and to
build upon. According to findings in the field of design
research, however, the modes and characteristics of
knowledge in design learning are more complicated than the
notion of one-way transfer suggests. Especially the setting of
design studio pedagogy stimulates a tendency to treat design
learning as a process of constructing personal knowledge. In
this view, the notion of knowledge is relative and subjective
as individuals build on their experiences in specific situations.
The definitions of design knowledge itself are still under
debate.

Herbert Simon summarized the concept of design activity
as a logical pattern of information processing (1967); Donald
Schön’s “reflection-in-action”highlighted the constructive
nature of knowledge building in interaction between tutor and
pupil in the design studio (1985). There were historical
reasons for coming up with these two types of design
epistemology. During the 1960s, scientific rationality
prevailed in most disciplines, including the design domains,
and provoked the transient yet influential Design Methods
Movement. Before long researchers in the design field
recognized the unique “designerly” (Cross 1982) ways of
thinking and working that do not fall into the realm of science.
The paradigm shifted and researchers’attention turned to
diverse areas. Some of them adopted the Constructionist
approach and the situated dialogue to outline the
characteristics of designing. Meanwhile design education has
been extended from professional training into university
studies and doctoral education. The conflict between external
academic knowledge and internal practical knowing persists
and challenges both students and teachers in every design
discipline.

Kees Dorst (1997) compared two major paradigms to
characterize design—design as rational problem solving and
design as reflective practice—and derived from this
comparison a descriptive model for design as a
complementary dual-mode. Basically we accept a similar
concept in design education, namely that the process of
teaching and learning design involves a certain phase of
transferring knowledge as well as a great deal of constructing
knowledge. In the view of knowledge as an external object,
the teacher is a domain knowledge possessor and transmitter,
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and usually adopts lecturing as didactic method. In the view
of knowledge as a process of subjective interpretation, the
tutor is an adviser and assistant who helps students construct
their own knowledge through interaction and dialogue.
Although lectures are occasionally given as a more effective
format of information dissemination, reflective instruction is
still the prominent strategy in design studio pedagogy. The
design tutor has these double roles to play. Yet, whichever
strategy is adopted, “teachers of design have a responsibility
to be as articulate as they possibly can about what it is they
are trying to teach, or else they can have no basis for choosing
the content and methods of their teaching”(Cross 1982:226).
In other words a more explicit and self-conscious
development on knowledge construction and instruction
strategies of design teaching shall be highlighted for tutors.

Since the design studio involves a lot of active exploration
and self-reflection, the conventional view of “teaching”in
classroom lectures may not be accurate to describe design
studio tutoring. Instead the next section advances the notion
of “guiding” as more comprehensive to cover the
characteristics of design knowledge formation. Guiding
implies pointing directions, yet also allowing the freedom for
self-exploration.

II. DESIGN GUIDING AND ITS COGNITIVE MECHANISM

According to Schön’s empirical study, design guiding
seems to perform reflectively. Yet design as a notion or
artifact, and designing as skill or dialectical process are all
possible facets encountered in guiding. The reciprocal
reflection-in-action is a constant interplay not only for
students to design and learn to design, but also for tutors to
teach design and learn to teach design (Chen & Heylighen
2006). There are three kinds of behavior, or mental process at
a certain level, that can be identified in design guiding:
imparting, interacting, and reflecting.
Teachers’ instructions and students’explorations in the

design realm never start from scratch. Both the guide (tutors)
and the guided (pupils) possess knowledge about the topic,
which refers to their personal understandings, social
constructions as well as preferences and taste. Information
spreading and transmitting is necessary to serve as a stepping
stone for further development in studio activities. It is deemed
as imparting knowledge according to the rational problem
solving paradigm, and as imparting situations along the
reflective practice one. Then, most of the time in guiding, the
behavior relates to interaction and reflection. Externally these
mutual-effected reactions appear in the desk crit, pin-up
review and teamwork. More exploitations and experiments
are highlighted in the guiding situations; pupils are
encouraged to make personal interpretations and establish
their own knowledge. Yet the pupils’inner construction of
their design thinking can only be sensed through the
performance in process and product, based on the tutors’
experience and reflection.

Actually these three kinds of behavior in design guiding do
not appear individually; neither do they appear at the certain
moments of the design guiding process. The design tutor has
to switch from one kind to the other, or combine two or all of

them in dealing with different conditions in various phases of
guiding. For imparting knowledge or situations, the tutor
should recognize that directly transmitting information as
facts, or making a specific suggestion, is the best and most
efficient way with regard to some students’learning styles.
For interacting with students in desk crits or dialoguing
during reviews, the tutor or reviewer has to be aware of the
nature of interplay that can leave more space for advanced
interpretation to take place. For reflecting, it is important for
tutors to realize that the constant situational changes in the
studio are great opportunities for improvement rather than
obstacles to avoid. Furthermore, the combination of these
three actions may derive more strategies for tutors to make
use of. And the corresponding cognitive mechanisms are
more sophisticated than the one entailed on a single action.
Further empirical studies are needed to develop an in-depth
understanding of these mechanisms.

Despite these observations, educational institutes in various
design domains have legends about design tutors who are
“nonreflective teachers as being guided by tradition, impulse
and authority and relying on established routines”, but not
always “reflective teachers [who] actively, persistently, and
carefully consider and reconsider beliefs and practices”.
(Hartman 2001:154, re-phrasing and citing Posner 1985:20-
21). In other words, in some studio interactions between tutor
and pupil, the reflection-in-action is concerned mainly with
the phenomenon of design thinking, and not so much with the
phenomenon of design tutoring. The nonreflective teachers
follow the tradition of certain design styles or paradigms;
unconsciously or inevitably reuse methods of their own tutors
to guide the present students; enjoy the authority they obtain
from this social position and suppress pupils’doubts and
questions. Ultimately they rely on established routines in
studio culture or institutional requirements, and are reluctant
to challenge themselves for students’learning value.

In providing an account of developing teaching abilities in
general, Peter Kugel (1993) depicts how college professors
become teachers by starting to focus on their own
performance in classroom; then they shift the concern to the
subjects they teach; finally they start to notice students’
learning ability. At this stage they develop a more delicate
shift from caring about their teaching to students’learning
quality and capacity. It starts from helping students to learn
more effectively and efficiently; then shifts to helping them to
learn from what they have learned; and finally ends with
helping them to learn independently. The development of
design guiding abilities goes through a similar process.
Moreover, the nature of design guiding demands recursive
processes of and intertwining jumps between these stages.
Like designing, guiding has no fixed procedure that
guarantees the instruction performance.

Identifying design’s unique processes is attractive pedagogically
because it suggests that there are some processes that if taught
well would address the core goals of design education. However,
the results of these surveys strongly suggest that there are no
unique processes. Rather “design”is a socially defined activity
that involves a mixture of more broadly used mental processes. It
is the combining of those processes and the strategic skill in
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coordinating their application that seems to result in design
expertise. (Newstetter, Eastman & McCracken 2001:7)

Designing has been evolving from a mysterious skill to
systematic reasoning, then to identifying its own ways of
knowing, acting, and thinking. Similarly, design teaching has
gone through atelier and studio setting, now is finding the
cognitive mechanism to guide its own development. Neither
learning nor guiding in design can follow a fixed method to
achieve the educational purpose, albeit researchers and
practitioners provide plenty of methods for disposal. Yet the
search for a more explicit framework of design guiding is still
valuable with an eye to quality improvement.

III. A FRAME OF‘MIND’FOR DESIGN TUTORING

When shaping their guiding manner, design tutors should
not only take into account teaching style, preference, attitude
and studio culture, but also consider the mind in conducting
strategies and reflecting on in-situ interaction. As a level of
cognition to oversee the cognitive mechanism of design
guiding, the notion of metacognition shows a promising
approach for framing the mind for design tutoring. In the
discussion of teaching metacognitively, Hartman depicts:

“Two general types of metacognition are: executive management
strategies that help you plan, monitor and evaluate/revise your
thinking processes and products, and strategic knowledge about
what information/strategies/skills you have, when and why to use
them, and how to use them”(2001:150).

Executive management metacognition in teaching is more
related to the process before, during, and after a certain
course. It is a cyclic performance in cognitive supervision on
planning the teaching beforehand, monitoring its execution
and students’reaction as the class is taking place, adjusting
teaching strategies accordingly, and reflecting upon the
outcome after the class is finished. Every cycle of this kind of
performance accumulates evaluations and experiences for
further didactic improvement. This type of metacognition
helps teachers organize in action. The other type of
metacognition provides comprehensive awareness of the tools,
skills and strategies for instruction. It involves knowledge
about self-knowledge possession and methodological
understanding. Combining these two types of metacognition
may serve to describe design guiding as well as to frame the
mind for design tutoring.

Obviously these kinds of awareness and skills require
efforts and extra learning. Chen and Heylighen (2006) point
out that learning design teaching demonstrates similarities
with learning design, yet demands more self-consciousness
and multiple capabilities in dealing with studio situations.
Here again, tutors’experience of design thinking may
enhance their design guiding capacity. Schön and Wiggins
have proposed “the notion of designing as an educational
process in its own right. Not only is designing conducive to
discoveries that prepare the student for further designing, but
designing may be undertaken in order to build improved

understandings of systems or structures”(1992:155). They
continue to stress:

“It [designing as an educational process] suggests…that because
designing can help to build knowledge of design domains, create
new understandings of design problems, and foster the
development of appreciative systems, it may be important to elicit
conscious reflection on these things. The hard work of making
explicit the discoveries gained through designing may help to
make them more readily accessible and more subject to conscious
control and choice”(1992:155)

Likewise, Sim and Duffy (2004) explain the interaction
between learning and design. They have tried to build links
between these two human endeavors in epistemic, teleological
and temporal aspects. Their model defines the knowledge
transformer as “an operator that derives a piece of new
knowledge from a given input or an existing piece of
knowledge”, whereby“[k]nowledge of the knowledge
transformers…influences which transformer to apply, where
and when to apply a particular transformer and what the
expected resultwould be”(Sim & Duffy 2004:44). This
obviously involves the meta-level of learning in design, and
suggests that designing as cognitive behavior embeds learning
capacity in its processing mechanism. If this reasoning holds,
we may also propose that an equivalent function in design
learning is useful to improve design guiding, especially at the
metacognitive level.

In concluding his research on describing design, Dorst
advances three criteria for the role of the design tutor in the
reflective practice paradigm:

 A design tutor should help the students reflect on their
designing so that they learn how to frame their design tasks.

 A design tutor should help the students learn how to explore
and to experiment within their approach to a design task.

 And thirdly, the tutor should stimulate the development of the
student’s intuition for ‘when to do what’(by letting them
share in the tutor’s own design experiences, e.g. by giving
examples). (1997:171)

At the end Dorst stresses “the teaching of design as an
activity that involves intense, continuous learning”(1997:171).
Coyne and Snodgrass contend that “design teaching
concentrates substantial effort on the act of deliberation”
(1991:130). Although this concern is mainly devoted to
students’contextual interaction within the design studio
setting, it can also be applied to tutors’reflection on their
delicate undertaking in guiding students’ exploration.
Hopefully this may expand the realm of design research into
the ‘designerly ways of teaching’and will complement the
understanding of design we have so far.
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